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PART 1: REPEAT BUSINESS 

 PLEASE CIRCLE 
Do you know your patient retention rate for recurring treatments? 
(e.g. toxin and fillers) 
 

YES / NO 
TRUE or FALSE: Post-treatment, you always agree on a date for the 
patient's next treatment / review BEFORE they leave your clinic 
 

TRUE / FALSE 
Do you have IT systems (or team members) that send patients 
automatic appointment reminders and re-calls? 
 

YES / NO 
Do you run educational events, demonstrations, or other in-clinic 
events for your patients on a regular basis? 
 

YES / NO 
TRUE or FALSE: You feel awkward about picking up the phone and 
contacting ‘lapsed’ patients (e.g. patients you haven't seen for over 
a year) 
 

TRUE / FALSE 
Do you use email marketing and / or physical mail to stay in touch 
with your patients on a regular basis? 
 

YES / NO 
Can you honestly say, hand on heart, that all of your existing 
patients are aware of all the different treatments, products and 
services you provide? 
 

YES / NO 
Do you collect patient feedback and use it to improve the standard 
of service you provide? (or to enhance the patient experience?) 
 

YES / NO 
TRUE or FALSE: You and your team know exactly how to delight 
your existing patients and make them feel special 
 

TRUE / FALSE 

 

 

Actions Required: 
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PART 2: HIGH VALUE SALES 

 PLEASE CIRCLE 
TRUE or FALSE: You review and increase your prices at least 
annually 
 

TRUE / FALSE 
Is there enough information on display in your clinic for a patient to 
realise ALL the different ways you can help them? 
 

YES / NO 
TRUE or FALSE: You know the key information about prospective 
patients before you deliver your consultation 
 

TRUE / FALSE 
Do your consultations often leave people feeling confused or 
overwhelmed? 
 

YES / NO 
TRUE or FALSE: During consultations you find it hard to open up 
the conversation to share all of your capabilities 
 

TRUE / FALSE 
Do your consultations often go off-track and lose momentum?  

YES / NO 
 

TRUE or FALSE: You and your team have 100% belief in ALL of the 
treatments, products and services your clinic offers 
 

TRUE / FALSE 
Do you offer monthly payment / instalment plans for high-value 
treatments and packages? 
 

YES / NO 

TRUE or FALSE: Neither you nor your team are particularly good at 
selling 
 

TRUE / FALSE 

 

Actions Required: 
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PART 3: NEW PATIENT AQUISITION 

 PLEASE CIRCLE 
TRUE or FALSE: You have a formalised ‘refer a friend’ programme 
that is compelling, easy to understand and well-known within your 
patient community 
 

TRUE / FALSE 
Have you got active agreements with other local businesses that 
send clients your way? 
 

YES / NO 
Do you ask all new patients about how they found you / heard 
about you? 
 

YES / NO 
Do you have call handling scripts or procedures for you and your 
team? 
 

YES / NO 
When people contact the clinic to request information and pricing 
but don't book an appointment, do you follow up with them? 
 

YES / NO 
TRUE or FALSE: You regularly publish content (like videos, blogs, 
articles etc.) designed to stimulate engagement 
 

TRUE / FALSE 

Do you collect and share video testimonials of happy patients? 
 
 

YES / NO 
TRUE or FALSE: It is difficult for people to find information about 
you and your business via Google 
 

TRUE / FALSE 

Do you run paid adverts? (online or offline) 
 

 
YES / NO 

 
 

Actions Required: 
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4 Things You Can Do Right Now to Strengthen the ‘Immunity’ of Your Business 
 

1. Throw a "fence" around your patients 

While "customer loyalty" is increasingly rare these days, that doesn't prevent you 
from "corralling" your patients so they don't want to go anywhere else. In fact, if 
you're smart about this, you can (ethically) lock them in to you so none of your 
competitors ever even appear on their radar. 

How? 

By communicating with them regularly and often, giving them interesting, 
informative and useful information and NOT just inviting them to book a 
consultation with you. 

Truth is, your patients and prospective patients will book when they're ready to 
book, and not when you’re ready to fill your diary – so the most effective thing 
you can do is keep yourself in their view so when they DO decide to take the first 
step, they immediately think of YOU and not your competitors. 
 

2. Increase the value of what you offer to your patients 

It's something we repeat often because it's absolutely true: it's not about price; 
it's about value. If a patient or prospective patient objects to your prices, it's not 
because they don't want what you’re offering: it's because they can't reconcile 
the VALUE you're offering with the price you're asking. 

Many business owners cut their prices because this objection arises more and 
more often. But that's NOT the answer. Rather, the answer is to add things into 
the equation that increase the PERCEIVED VALUE to your customer. Granted – a 
small percentage will only ever be interested in the cheapest they can get. But 
most of us are looking for value for money, and ultimately, the best we can afford. 
 

3. Get great at ‘content’ marketing 

No matter what business you're in, your REAL business is in the "marketing of the 
business" business. Yet, contrary to what most people believe, marketing is not 
about selling. Marketing is really about helping your target audience understand 
the value of what you can do for them - through great content. Yes, selling, as in 
"sales" is important, but it's your content that gets their attention and moves 
them closer to the point of enquiry. And if you get your content right, and you 
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get great at demonstrating the value you offer, your business will be bullet- and 
recession-proof. 
 

4. Become a key person of influence in your area 

Right now, people are uncertain, nervous and apprehensive about the future. 
This includes your patients and prospective patients. And at times like this, they 
want reassurance, strong and confident leadership, and someone they can 
believe in and trust. 

If you can position yourself in that role, you'll have patients for life. Let your 
competitors join the fearful throng and lose their businesses. You can take this 
opportunity to establish yourself as a business leader and thus practically 
guarantee your status as the "go to practitioner" in your area. 

How? 

First, get yourself some FREE PR. Press releases are the fastest, easiest, cheapest, 
and BEST way to do this. Remember that media professionals are crying out for 
good material to fill their papers, magazines, and radio & TV shows. 

Secondly, team up with anyone who can get you in front of a live social media 
audience as an expert in your field. Yes, we know being on a Facebook or 
Instagram live video is scarier than actually dying for some people, but there's no 
doubt it's a great way to promote your business with your calm, confident and 
strong message. 

And thirdly, get yourself a regular engagement writing editorial content for a 
local publication. They are desperate for quality content, even more so when their 
advertising revenues go down and their costs increase. 
 

Take the above steps, and you’ll be well on the way to 
ensuring that you – and not the economy controls your 
financial future. 
 

Wishing you continued success and every happiness! 
 

Pam and Adam 
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Work with us to 2X or 3X Your Business 
in The Next 12 Months: 

 

www.PamUnderdown.com/Accelerator 

 

One-on-one private mentoring to 
accelerate you towards your specific 

revenue goals in the shortest possible 
timeframe 


